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Purpose

An oft-repeated claim of evolutionary propaganda is that the 
DNA of chimpanzees and humans is 98.5% identical. This high level 
of DNA similarity is required to bolster the hypothesis that humans 
and chimps shared a common ancestor three to six million years 
ago. Based on theoretical models of human evolution and known 
mutation rates in both humans and chimps, anything significantly 
less than a 98.5% DNA similarity would destroy the foundation of 
the entire model.

Methods

When I began reviewing the scientific literature on the subject, 
I realized there were serious problems with research that claimed hu-
man DNA and chimp DNA are nearly identical. In every publication 
I studied, it became clear that evolutionary researchers had cherry-
picked highly similar DNA sequences that support evolution and 
omitted data that were dissimilar.1 Following this original discovery, 
I then performed a variety of my own studies in which I downloaded 
chimpanzee DNA and compared it to human.

Results

I recalculated DNA similarities in a number of evolutionary 
studies by including discarded data and obtained much lower levels 
of human-chimp DNA similarity, ranging between 66% and 86%. 
Another major problem I encountered is that the chimpanzee ge-
nome was literally pieced together to resemble the human genome.2 
This was accomplished by taking the small snippets of chimp DNA 
sequence and assembling them onto the human genome as a scaffold. 
As a result, the chimp genome became artificially humanized.

Despite these issues of evolutionary bias, improvements in 
DNA sequencing technology are slowly bringing the truth to light. 
The newest version of the chimpanzee genome was completed in 
2018, and the results not only validate my past research but also spec-
tacularly confirm new research I published in 2018 using the new 
chimp genome data.3

The Science research paper published in conjunction with the 
2018 chimp genome completely side-stepped the issue of chimp 
DNA similarity with humans.4 Nevertheless, University of London 
evolutionist Richard Buggs analyzed the results of a comprehensive 
comparison of the new chimp genome with the human genome and 
posted his shocking anti-evolutionary findings. He stated, “The per-

centage of nucleotides in the human genome that had one-to-one ex-
act matches in the chimpanzee genome was 84.38%.”5

What makes Dr. Buggs’ analysis more amazing is the fact that 
my own published research using a different algorithm gave the same 
results. In my study, I aligned 18,000 random pieces of high-quality 
chimp DNA about 31,000 DNA letters long (on average) onto human 
and several different versions of the chimp genome. Not only did my 
data show that the older version of the chimp genome (PanTro4) that 
had been used to support evolution was deeply flawed and human-
ized, but my research also showed the aligned segments of chimp 
DNA onto the human genome were on average only 84.4% identical 
to human—the same level of similarity reported by Dr. Buggs.

Impact

These new results by both myself and Dr. Buggs also confirm a 
2016 study I published that indicated the overall human-chimp DNA 
similarity was likely no more than 85%.6 Based on the most recent 
research, the difference between the human and chimp genomes is 
estimated to be a maximum of 15%—a number that does not include 
the regions that are too different to even compare. Not only are hu-
man and chimp DNA not 98.5% identical, they’re too dissimilar to 
share a common evolutionary ancestor. This result refutes evolution 
and affirms the biblical account of creation.
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